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Brief History

IATA was founded in Havana, Cuba, in April 1945. It is the prime vehicle for interairline cooperation in promoting safe, reliable, secure and economical air services for the benefit of the world's consumers. The international scheduled air transport
industry is more than 100 times larger than it was in 1945. Few industries can
match the dynamism of that growth, which would have been much less spectacular
without the standards, practices and procedures developed within IATA.
The modern IATA is the successor to the International Air Traffic Association
founded in the Hague in 1919 - the year of the world's first international scheduled

services. IATA’s annual review report is started from 2005 & it is published
continuously.

Scope and Coverage

IATA's annual review is a complete report on the successes, issues and state of
commercial air transport. IATA had 57 members from 31 nations, mostly in Europe
and North America. Today it has some 265 members from 117 nations in every part
of the globe.

Kind of Information
The annual review of IATA is published every year in different formats like PDF
format, Online version and iPad application. The iPad application covers key issues
of the airline industry in the Annual Review of the International Air Transport
Association (IATA). This App features the English version of the Annual Review in
an interactive format with web links to related content. The Review is updated
every June to coincide with the IATA Annual General Meeting and covers the key
industry developments over the preceding year. This App is designed to be viewed
on tablets. The PDF format gives access to recent past review report. This review
report can be accessed through online mode.
There is a link called ‘Library’, the container of all reviews and from ‘Library’ all
the reviews can be downloaded in PDF format. It gives information about industrial
stories in a particular year, safety and security, financial services, passengers
experience, environment, infrastructure, list of IATA’s members, Regulatory and
Public Policy and Environment, Training and Publications etc.

Industrial stories include Oil price, GDP growth, top ten industries etc. are given on
each review report. Safety includes information like aircrafts, emerging safety risks
etc., Security includes conflict zones, passenger data management, cyber security
etc. are given by IATA’s review board. Environmental commitment impact is one
of most burning issue related to air transport industry. All the problems related to
environmental impact are highlighted in every annual report of IATA. Passengers
experience related to air travel is shared in every review report. Social and

Economic progress of IATA for flying better is reviewed and showed in every
annual review report with statistical analysis.

Special Features

 IATA maintains a number of directories listing resources of use to the whole
aviation industry such as Airline Coding Directory(ACD), Airline & airport
code search, Cargo Link and The IATA Ground Handling Council Directory.

Arrangement Pattern

All the reviews are arranged year wise decreasingly in PDF format. (Online
version gives only access to recent year’s review.)

Remarks

IATA’s annual review is very much helpful tool for commercial air transport.
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